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being enjoyed by educated readers of all nationalities as 
beautiful poems in themselves. Take, for instance, that
ovely ode on " The Crowning of Thomson’s Bust with Bays," 
beginning- 
" While virgin spring by Eden’a flood’ 
Unfolds her tender mantle green"- 
and thus rendered by llunro :
’’ Virgineus dum veris honor viridantis amictus 
Pandet ad Edenii flumina molle decus " : 
or Dr. Kennedy’s "John Anderson, my Jo," as given in
the "Sabrin&aelig; Corolla." These are literally faithful
to Burns, while to the scholar of any foreign land
they appeal as fine original poems. But Mr. Jacks
has no room for them and fills page after page
with the rhyming Latin-often "as much Latin as
Coptic "-from Leighton’s monkish volume. " Green grow
the Rashes O," as rendered by Father Prout, is infinitely
superior to the version by Leighton, who does not scruple
when he gets "au bout de son Latin" to interpolate the
broad Scotch ! ! Again, why does Mr. Jacks give no specimen
of Burns in Greek ? Aberdeen University, with its ’’Flosculi
Grasci Boreales," edited by Sir W. D. Geddes, could have
furnished him with some gems, including the Principal’s own
admirable Anacreontics. That "Marseillaise of Humanity,"
"A Man’s a Man for a’ that," is better in Sir W. Geddes’s
Greek than even in the German of Herr Ruete. We could
have wished, too, that he had presented us with a transla.
tion (preferably in German) of the exquisite "Farewell to
the Brethren of St. James’s Lodge, Tarbolton," which Burns
himself for humanity and real spiritual fervour never
excelled ; but our last word with Mr. Jacks must not be one of
reproach. Let us thank him cordially for a most interesting,
instructive, well-inspired, and seasonable volume, creditable
alike to his scholarship, his taste, and his devotion to
literature.
New Inventions.
A NEW IRRIGATOR.
SUBJOINED is an accurate representation of an instrument made
for me by Messrs. Down Brothers. In cases in which it is
required to wash out the peritoneal cavity I have been in the
habit of introducing by the side of the irrigator one or two glass
tubes to facilitate the return of the water from the abdomen;
hence it occurred to me to have the two tubes connected and
made in metal so that the syphon apparatus could be attached
to the longer tube and the shorter one might serve for the return
of the water; a considerable amount of time is thus saved. The
metal tubes are simply a modification of those known as Lawson Tait’s
half-inch tubes for washing out the abdomen.
Norwich. T. H. MORSE, F.R.C.S. Eng.
AN IMPROVED COMBINATION SOUND.
THE accompanying illustration shows a sound made at my
suggestion by Messrs. Arnold and Sons. The great ease
with which it passes and the minimum of pain caused
the entire urethra at one time as with ordinary sounds
(3) a more olivary point than those of Professor Lister ;I(4)
bent-back handles, so as to afford an improved hold ; (5) a
graduation in size of these handles, so that perhaps they may
be used directly in rebellious stricture, or (6) that they may
justify me, I hope, in claiming for it a more scientific
adaptation to the urethral contour than those in use. It i
possesses the following points : (1) it has two curves, the 
shaft being bent back ; (2) the shaft is thinned down, thus 
.preventing grasp by the meatus and needless distension of i
serve as dilators of improved shape of the uterine cervic."l1
canal, for since, like the urethra, this canal is a transverse
slit, it must yield most easily to a force which minimise
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me area or tension in passing.
j’tnsoury-pavemeitL, E.C.
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